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Management Committee 

Limerick Education Centre 2017/18 

 

 

The members of the Management Committee include: 

Officers: 

 
Chairperson Aileen Ní Choisteala , Príomhoide, Gaelscoil Sheoirse Clancy 

Vice Chairperson Norma Ní Luinneacháin, Leas-Príomhoide, Laurel Hill Coláiste 

Treasurer William Quirke,Príomhoide,Knocknasna N.S.,Abbeyfeale 

Assistant Treasurer Jane Cross, St. Mary’s Secondary School, Newport 

Recording Secretary Ann Marie Hayes, St John’s Girls’ and Infant Boys’ N.S. 

 

 

Committee: 

  

Anne Breen St. Mary’s National School, Bishop Street, Limerick 

  

Hugh Flavin St. Mary’s Secondary School, Newport, Co. Tipperary 

  

Emma Keane Scoil Íosagáin, Sexton Street, Limerick 

  

Aoife McCarthy Ardscoil Rís, North Circular Road, Limerick 

  

Steve McFarlane Colaiste Chiaráin, Croom 

  

Majella Sutton Castleconnell N.S., Castleconnell 

  

  

 

Director: 

Dr. Carmel O ‘Doherty     Limerick Education Centre 
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Limerick Education Centre 
 

Staff working in Limerick Education Centre 2017 
 
 

Dr. Carmel O ‘Doherty   Director 

Siobhán O ’Donoghue   Reading Recovery Teacher Leader   

 

Úna McNamara    LEC Corporate Services and National CPD  

Seán Arthur      LEC Corporate Services and National CPD  

Tim Dennehy      LEC Finance, HR and Facilities  

Noreen Kelly Sheehan  LEC Professional Services and Local CPD             

Emily Moloney    LEC Professional Services and Local CPD   

Jenny Delaney   Probationary Teacher Project Administrator 

Brid Finn    PDST Sciences and Maths Administrator (Shared) 

Tony O’Shea     PDST Sciences and Maths Administrator (Shared)  

Sylwia Slocinska   LEC Hospitality 

Viktor Manev     LEC Hospitality 

 

 
 
Third-Party Service Providers  
 

IT Technical Support:   Fitzpatrick Business Systems 

Solicitor:     Holmes O’Malley Sexton 

Insurers:    Brennan Insurance 
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Minutes of the 2017 AGM of Limerick Education Centre 
14 March 2017 at 5.00 p.m. 

 

 

Present at the Meeting: 

Norma Uí Luinneacháin, William Quirke, Aoife McCarthy, Jane Cross, Ann-Marie Hayes, 

Majella Sutton, Donncha Ó Treasaigh, Stephen McFarlane, Ann Breen, Emma Keane, Aileen 

Ní Choisteala, Carmel O’Doherty, Ann Marie Hayes, Jane Cross, Seán Arthur, Tim Dennehy, 

Úna McNamara,  

 

 

1. Minutes and Matters arising 

The Minutes of the 2016 AGM were approved – proposed by Billy Quirke and seconded by 

Aileen Ní Choisteala 

 

There were no matters arising. 

 

 

2. Welcome and Chairperson’s Address: 

The Chairperson welcomed the assembled group and thanked them for giving of their time 

to attend the AGM. She acknowledged the work of the director, members of LEC staff and 

the members of the Committee who gave their time and expertise in a voluntary capacity.  

The Chairperson referred to the centre’s commitment to locally identified needs and 

expressed her gratitude to all those who supported the work of the centre through the design 

and delivery of courses, through their involvement in associations, networks and support 

groups. She thanked the outgoing members of the Management Committee for their input 

and contribution to the development of the Centre. 

 

3.  Presentation of the Annual Report: 

The annual report was presented by the Director and an outline was given of the local 

courses, the local innovative projects which are organised by the Centre and an overview 

provided of the national programmes which operate from the Centre.  

The report was approved unanimously by the meeting. 

 

4. Presentation of the Accounts for the year ending 31 December 2016 

Tim Dennehy, Accounts Manager presented the accounts to the meeting. Documentation 

was circulated for review. The accounts were approved unanimously by the meeting. 
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5. Election of members to the committee for 2017/2018 

 

Primary Sector: 

Ann Breen 

Emma Keane 

Ann Marie Hayes 

Aileen Ní Choisteala 

Majella Sutton 

William Quirke 

 

Post-Primary Sector: 

Stephen McFarlane 

Norma Uí Luinneacháin 

Jane Cross 

Hugh Flavin (nominated and seconded in his absence) 

Aoife McCarthy 

 

 

 

6. Any other business 

With the formation of the new committee, a date for the next meeting was agreed (4 April 

2017). As there was no other business, the meeting concluded at 6.45 p.m. 
 

 

 

The minutes of the 2017 AGM were proposed by William Quirke and seconded by Aileen Ní 
Choisteala. The minutes were approved unanimously by the meeting. 
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Chairperson’s Report 
 

As the current Chairperson of Limerick Education Centre and a longstanding member of 

the Management Committee, I wish to acknowledge the great work which has been undertaken 

by the Centre in the past year. Since 2017, all Education Centres have experienced a 

considerable amount of change. Here in Limerick, we have had the added challenge of dealing 

with uncertainty with regard to our accommodation, the challenges presented by our lack of 

parking and the limited finances which are available. During 2017, the Teacher Education 

Section of the Department of Education and Skills continued to add additional demands on 

Management Committees in terms of governance and accountability. We have responded with 

great professionalism to the changing environment and we continue to provide a very high quality 

service to the teachers and the schools that we serve. 

 

 I would like to acknowledge the role of the Management Committee and its members in 

this changing environment. The Management Committee members are comprised of volunteers 

(teachers and principal teachers) who meet monthly and who provide governance to the 

operation of the Centre. They play a vital role in the Centre’s strategic direction. I also want to 

acknowledge the work of our Director, Dr. Carmel O’Doherty. The challenges faced by the 

Centre are approached with efficiency, professionalism and energy and I wish to commend her 

for her diligence and integrity. I would also like to acknowledge the work of the staff, who in spite 

of all the challenges encountered, undertake their roles effectively and who contribute 

enormously to the smooth operation of the Centre. 

 

 Although it has been a challenging year, LEC continues to provide an excellent service 

to the teaching community of our area. The past year marked a significant increase in the number 

of teachers and other learners who use the Centre for day, evening and night courses. Our core 

work is to provide continuing professional development for the teachers in our primary and post-

primary schools. We do this in a variety of ways by providing a base for the delivery of national 

courses, through the wide range of local courses that are provided and through our extensive 

summer course programme. The feedback from our teachers is very positive and Limerick 

Education Centre provides valuable, ongoing support for the teachers in this area.  
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  The Director’s Report issued by our Director at each Management Committee meeting 

gives the Committee members a very clear insight into the extensive range of activities ongoing 

in the Centre. These include, Reading Recovery, Mata sa Rang, Aistear, NIPT, the Apple RTC 

and the Learning School Project. The Centre is also the base for local groups and clusters of 

teachers and it is delighted to host meetings of subject associations, meetings of principals and 

teacher professional networks. .I would like to acknowledge and thank the many tutors who 

facilitate these courses and who provide a wide variety of CPD opportunities to our teaching 

community. 

 

LEC also works in close conjunction with a range of professional advisory services for 

teachers and these include the Professional Development Service for Teachers, the JCT and 

the Special Education Support Services (NCSE). The Centre is key to the delivery and the 

organisation of the roll-out of the new Language Curriculum and the Junior Cycle for Teachers 

in our catchment area.  

 

A final word of thanks to the members of the Committee and to our Director and staff for 

enhancing the profile of Limerick Education Centre in the educational landscape at local and at 

national level.  

 

Gabhaim buíochas libh go léir agus tá súil agam go n-éireoidh go geal linn len ár gcuid oibre as 

seo amach. 

 

Go raibh maith agaibh.   

 

________________________________ 

Le gach dea-ghuí 

Aileen Ní Choisteala 

Chairperson  

Limerick Education Centre Management Committee 
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Director’s Report 
 
 

Fáilte romhaibh go léir go dtí cruinniú cinn bhliana don Ionad Oideachais anseo i Luimneach. Ar 

dtús ba mhaith liom mo bhuíochas a ghabháil do Aileen Ní Choisteala, Cathaoirleach, Norma Ní 

Luinneacháin, an Leas-Cathaoirleach agus William Quirke ár gcisteoir as an tacaíocht a thug 

siad dom sa ról mar stiúrthóir an Ionaid ó thús na bliana. Gabhaim buíochas chomh maith le na 

baill uile ar an gCoiste Bainistíochta dá dtacaíocht agus dá léargas ó thús na bliana. Ba mhaith 

liom mo bhuíochas a ghabháil leis an bhfoireann ar fad a chuidigh le hobair an Ionaid i 2017. 

 

2017 was a very active and productive year for Limerick Education Centre. This year marked a 

significant increase in the number of teachers and other learners who use our Centre. This 

reflects on the growing importance of continuing professional development in teachers’ lives and 

careers in an era of unprecedented change and development.  

 

This annual report gives an overview of the various projects and activities in which Limerick 

Education Centre was involved. Limerick Education Centre provides a diversity of courses 

designed to meet the needs of teachers at different stages of their career. At local level, through 

our spring, summer and autumn courses, we have responded to continuing professional 

development needs and provided a programme of support for teachers, educators and the wider 

educational community.  At national level we have continued to support, develop and improve 

on new and existing programmes by working strategically with key partners in further developing 

initiatives such the Primary Language Curriculum the Junior Cycle for Teachers, Reading 

Recovery, and the National Induction Programme for Teachers (NIPT). I am delighted to report 

that demand for our local and national courses has increased substantially this year and the 

number of teachers and other learners who use our Centre has increased significantly. 

 

The management and staff of Limerick Education Centre are delighted to work closely and 

support the work of the Professional Development Support for Teachers (PDST). 2017 marked 

the continuation of the national in-service for primary teachers on the Oral Language curriculum 

and we welcome the new tutors who work with Limerick Education Centre on this exciting project. 

We also support the work of the JCT team who work with many post-primary teachers here in 
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LEC and in their schools. We assist JCT by organising in service for teachers in various clusters 

throughout Limerick and Tipperary. Our staff members visit the schools to assist JCT staff and 

school personnel in the practical organisation of the cluster days. We are grateful to the co-

operation of the principal teachers, the administration staff and the teachers in our post-primary 

schools who facilitate the smooth operation of these school-based inservice days. 

 

We are particularly pleased to have the responsibility for the administration of the PDST STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths), T4 and Computer Science programmes 

nationally at post-primary level. I wish to acknowledge my appreciation for the contribution of all 

of the trainers/facilitators/regional development officers/regional advisors, who facilitate a broad 

range of professional development opportunities as part of our local programme or as part of 

one of the national programmes. LEC and PDST work collaboratively to respond to and to 

provide a diverse programme which meets the ongoing professional development needs of 

teachers and school leaders. The advisory services and their associated facilitators deliver high-

quality training and support to the teachers and schools.  

 

Limerick Education Centre is also the base for the administration of the Probationary Teacher 

Project. While many policy changes are being introduced in this area, Limerick Education Centre 

continues to work closely with the members of the Inspectorate, the Teaching Council and the 

National Induction Programme for Teachers.  

 

The support of school principals and of the community of teachers in the local area is essential 

to sustaining an active Education Centre. We are indebted to the ongoing support of the teachers 

and the schools in the local area and in the region for the work of Limerick Education Centre. 

We are also indebted to the Limerick and Clare ETB, the local office of the Department of 

Education and Skills and Mary Immaculate College who liaise closely with us on several new 

projects including our professional programme for teachers of EAL students and the EDNIP 

project (Embracing Diversity, Nurturing Integration Project). We also work closely to support the 

National Educational Psychological Services (NEPS) who provide professional development for 

teachers through our Centre. We are always working in partnership with DELL EMC, schools 

and Mary Immaculate College on the very exciting Vex Robotics Initiative. These are 

collaborations which enhance the provision for schools and teachers. 
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Limerick Education Centre continues to encourage the development of teacher networks at both 

primary and post-primary level alongside the support and work of the teacher subject 

associations. I would like to acknowledge the work of the DEIS Primary School Literacy Initiative 

network teachers and the teachers who collaborate so closely with us on the Learning School 

Project. I would like to thank all those involved in organising and developing these initiatives. 

  

I wish to acknowledge the work of the Centre staff (Úna, Seán, Sylwia, Viktor, Noreen, Emily, 

Bríd, Jenny and Tony) who make a valuable contribution to building the relationships with the 

wider educational community and who assist the various facilitators and tutors who work in this 

Centre I wish to express my gratitude to our accounts manager, Tim Dennehy, who provides 

excellent support to the Centre and to the Management Committee. 

 

Finally, I wish to thank the members of the management committee for their dedication and 

commitment to the Centre. We are fortunate to have committee members who are experienced 

educationalists and who are school leaders and CPD providers. Their wisdom and guidance and 

their continued interest in Limerick Education Centre are essential for the operation of our 

Centre. A special word of thanks to the Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson of the Management 

Committee, Aileen and Norma. 2017 was a particularly challenging year, in organisational terms, 

and both Aileen and Norma provided sustained support in resolving the issues of car parking 

and our ongoing accommodation issues. I also wish to express my gratitude to William Quirke, 

the Treasurer who liaises very closely with the Centre and who provides very informed advice 

to our Finance Sub-Committee. Míle buíochas to Anne Marie Hayes who retains very careful 

records of our meetings.  

 

Go raibh míle maith agaibh go léir. 

 

_______________________________ 

Dr. Carmel O’Doherty, Director 

March 2018 
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2017 – Limerick Education Centre’s Partnerships 

 

In the past year projects such as Craft Ed, Apple Regional Training Centre, Aistear, The 

Learning School Project, the DEIS Primary Schools’ Literacy Initiative and the events have 

demonstrated the impact of collaboration and partnership. Each of these projects involved a 

multi-agency inter-disciplinary approach and aim to bring greater congruence to the services 

provided. A special word of thanks to Seán, Tony, Emily and Noreen who liaise with the different 

project team members. 

 

The following is a sample of the projects that LEC is currently involved in an interdisciplinary 

approach. 

 

 

Apple RTC: Limerick Education Centre, Apple UK, Compub, together with the Apple 

Distinguished Educators and their schools.  The initiative is co-ordinated locally by 

Stephen McFarlane and Ciara Ní Dhrisceoil (from September 2016 onwards) 

 

Aistear: Early Childhood Framework (NCCA, Network of Education Centres, locally the 

programme is supported by tutors Maeve O’Neill and Alma Power 

 

Choose Safety, (HSA and the Education Centre Network, the programme is coordinated locally 

by Mr Joseph O’ Donnell)  

 

Common Application System: This initiative involves Limerick Education Centre supporting 

18 post-primary schools and 120 feeder primary schools to ensure that 1700 primary school 

pupils transfer from primary to post-primary schools 

 

Concern Debating Competition: my appreciation to the local coordinator Shane O’Neill, to the 

participating schools and to those who adjudicated 
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CRAFTed 2017: The Education Centre network (ATECI) and the Design and Crafts Council of 

Ireland have forged a partnership to facilitate crafts people and teachers to work with 

approximately 2000 pupils in primary schools in 2017. 

 

EDNIP – the Embracing Diversity, Nurturing Integration Project is a new project which is 

being supported by Limerick Education Centre. The project, which is lead by Mary 

Immaculate College and based in five primary schools in Limerick city, is a collaborative 

initiative involving a range of partners including the Department of Education and Skills, the 

Limerick and Clare ETB 

 

Leading Teaching and Learning Working Group – LCETB. Limerick Education Centre is 

delighted to be involved with the LCETB’s Leading Teaching and Learning Working Group. 

The groups comprises the teachers and principals drawn from the LCETB’s schools and 

supported by Joe O’Connell, Gráinne Dennison, Joe Lynch and Margaret McMahon. The 

Leading Teaching and Learning is a focused initiative designed to support change and 

improvement in schools. LEC provides support to the initiative through membership of the 

working group. 

 

EAL Working Group – Limerick Education Centre in partnership with the Limerick and Clare 

ETB, Department of Education and Skills, Mary Immaculate College and the City of Dublin 

ETB are collaborating on an initiative to respond to the needs of schools and teachers who 

support students for whom English is an additional language. Three workshops are planned 

for implementation in 2018 

 

Limerick DEIS Primary Schools Literacy Initiative: (Mary Immaculate College, Department 

of Education and Skills and Limerick Education Centre together with 12 DEIS (Band 1) 

Limerick primary schools) 

 

Make a Book – Limerick Education Centre supports the JCSP Make a Book Exhibition which 

was held in the Strand Hotel in March 2017. The initiative, which is supported by the 

PDST, provides opportunities for teams of JCSP students to showcase their books and to 

exhibit their work in a creative and artistic manner. The showcase brings schools from 
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Clare, Limerick, Galway and North Cork together in a very positive and exciting 

environment. 

 

The Learning School Project: LSP is an initiative for Post-Primary schools which focuses on 

leading teaching and learning. The schools decide on a range of action research projects 

which they lead within their own schools. The initiative supports the schools in their change 

management work through providing hub meetings, visiting schools to advise on different 

aspects of their work, providing bespoke CPD to the teams and convening end of year 

showcasing of the work of the various groups.  

 

National Induction Programme for Teachers (TES, Education Centre Network, with local 

delivery by a team of facilitators with the support of the Regional Coordinators. I would like 

to thank all members of the team and both national and regional coordinators. 

 

Vex Robotics: This is a STEM initiative with DELL EMC in Cork and Limerick. Other partners 

in the initiative include Mary Immaculate College, Cork Institute of Technology and Cork 

Education Support Centre.  

 

Scríobh Leabhar – Scríobh Leabhar is an initiative which supports pupils’ writing skills as 

Gaeilge. The initiative, which is funded by Foras na Gaeilge, encourages primary school 

pupils to write their own books or to write a class or group book. Two workshops were 

convened to support teachers undertaking this very worthwhile initiative with their classes. 

 

IPPN – Child Protection Seminars and summer course for principals. Limerick Education 

Centre and IPPN collaborated on the provision of information seminars for principal and 

deputy principals on the new Safeguarding Children statements and risk management 

processes. The IPPN, Limerick Education Centre and Cork Education Centres have also 

designed a summer course for principals which will be delivered in August 2018. 

 

The Instructional Leadership initiative Steering Group, which involves five education 

centres, including Limerick Education Centre, is working with Joan Russell, ETB on 

designing a transition project for primary and post-primary schools. This is an exciting 
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opportunity to undertake a project at primary and post-primary level, linking teaching and 

learning.  

  

Synergies with outside agencies and groups 

 

Throughout 2017 LEC continued to support the work of Limerick and Clare ETB, Hibernia 

College, Limerick Chamber of Commerce and a variety of other groups by making the Education 

Centre’s facilities available for use to the wider education community. This approach locates 

LEC as a hub for a wide range of activities and ensures that the Centre is a well-used resource 

for the local community.  

. 

External bookings No. of events 

ARISE Training 7 

CPL  8 

Cramden Tech. 1 

CYPSE 6 

Diocese of Limerick 4 

Early Bird Training 13 

Enable Ireland 4 

Epilepsy Ireland 11 

Food Dudes 1 

Healthcare Ireland 1 

Hibernia College 52 

HSE meetings/interviews 35 

Incredible Years 6 

IPS Financial Servcies 8 

Irish M.E. 24 

LCETB 106 

Learning to Exhale 3 

Limerick Childcare 13 

Limerick Health Promotion 3 

Limerick Local Enterprise Board 14 

MABS 1 

NAPD  4 

National Childhood Network 7 

PCI 92 

PRSA Retirement Seminar 1 

REHAB 4 

Royal College of Surgeons 1 

SEAI Training 2 
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Section 29 11 

Servisource Training 1 

Special Needs Assistant 33 

UCC Pathways Credit Union 4 

Universal Talent 10 

VS Ware Training 1 

Young Social Innovators 1 

Youthreach 1   

Total 494 

 
 
 
Congratulations to the staff of Coláiste Chiaráin Croom who took an active role in the Learning School 
Project in 2017. 
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Treasurer’s Report 

 

William Quirke, Treasurer presented the unaudited financial statement.  

 

He acknowledged the work of the Accounts Manager, Tim Dennehy, and thanked him for his 

work in preparing the accounts. William thanked the members of the Finance Sub-Committee 

(Aileen Ní Choisteala, Carmel O’Doherty, Tim Dennehy and Jane Cross) for their work in 

overseeing the financial reporting at the subcommittee’s regular meetings.  

 

Limerick Education Centre received a derogation from the Teacher Education Centre whereby 

an external audit of the accounts was not required in 2017. Noel Farrell, TES wrote to the Centre 

to advise the Management Committee that the Department of Education and Skills had engaged 

Crowley DFK (Cork) to conduct an external audit of each Centre’s accounts after Easter 2018. 

William Quirke noted that this was the first time that accounts were presented to the AGM without 

having an internal audit but that the Management Committee had adhered to the advice provided 

by the Teacher Education Section in the Department. 

 

William noted that the Centre had reduced its deficit considerably in 2017 and had ensured, 

through a range of cost-cutting efficiencies that the Centre was in a better financial situation in 

2017.  

 

 

The Treasurer’s Report was proposed by Ann Marie Hayes and seconded by Norma Ní 

Luinneacháin. 
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Limerick Education Centre 

Unaudited Summary Financial Statement -2017 

Income       2017         2016 

 
         €            € 

TES Grants 388, 408 182,004 

Room Hire 88, 960 86, 429 

Admin Fees 27, 269 21, 895 

Education Centre Services 11, 879 15, 918 

Facility Charges Other Group 11, 500 7, 500 

ICT Course Fees 5, 740 
 

Other  130 1, 451 

Total Income Variance 533, 886 315, 197 

 

Expenditure       2017         2016 

 
         €            € 

Centre payroll and related expenses 239, 981 259, 525 

Centre rent 120,000 120,000 

Centre establishment running costs 87, 127 84, 187 

Office and IT services, supplies and consumables 48, 165 46, 233 

Depreciation of tangible assets 15, 0556 16, 171 

Professional fees and subscriptions (includes legal, 
audit etc) 

15, 051 17,075 

Local development fund 8, 787 38, 823 

Director’s expenses  7, 806 7, 368 

Tutor training and expenses 7, 526 4, 781 

Insurance  5,464 5, 173 

Health and Safety 2, 998  

Bank charges 1, 765 1, 014 

Books 1, 507 1,196 

Other expenses 1, 158 2, 524 

MC and staff expenses 915 2,201 

Lease finance charges 394 680 

Bad debts 105 91 

Catering  34, 362 30, 175 

Total Expenditure Variance 529, 442 575, 867 

Total variance 4,444 261, 671 
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Section 2 

 

Reports from various initiatives based in Limerick Education Centre 

Major Initiatives Based in Limerick Education Centre 

Report 1 LEC Assist and Post-Primary SNA Summer School 2017 

Pupil Transfer Project - CAS 

Page 19 

Report 2 Craft Ed Page 20 

Report 3 Mental Health Awareness Initiative Page 21 

Report 4 Aistear Page 22 

Report 5 Concern Primary Schools’ Debating Competition Page 24 

Report 6 Scríobh Leabhar Page 25 

Report 7 Make a Book Page 27 

Report 8 Vex Robotics Page 28 

Report 9 Limerick Apple Regional Training Centre 2017 Page 29 

Report 10 The DEIS Primary Schools’ Literacy Network Teachers 

 

Page 32 

Report 11 Reading Recovery Annual Report 

 

Page 34 

Report 12 The Learning School Project  

 

Page 35 

Report 13 The National Induction Programme for Teachers Page 39 

Report 14 ICT Annual Report 2017  Page 40 

Report 15 Probationary Teachers’ Project Page 43   

Report 16 PDST Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths Page 44 

Report 17 Local courses provided in Limerick Education Centre Page 47 
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LEC Assist and Post-Primary SNA Summer School 2017 

 
 

LEC held a very successful programme for Special Needs Assistants (SNAs) titled LEC Assist, and a 

Post-Primary Summer School for SNAs during the year. In total we held 8 evening workshops for LEC 

Assist and 2 days in June for the Summer School. The total number of attendees was 258.  

Details of the workshops are listed below: 

 

 Autism  

 Yoga and mindfulness for teacher and child wellbeing in the primary school setting 

 An overview of emotional and behavioural disorder in the classroom 

 Special Educational Technology for SEN pupils 

 Executive function; self-management skills 

 Sensory Processing difficulties 

 Supporting the transition of students with SEN from Primary to Post Primary 

 Supporting children with ADHD 

We would like to thank all the facilitators for their hard work and we look forward to hosting both LEC Assist 

and the Post-Primary Summer School in 2018. 

 
 

 

Pupil Transfer Project (CAS) 

 
Common Application System  
 
Limerick Education Centre continues to support the administration of the pupil transfer from primary to 

post-primary within the 17 post-primary schools in the city and its environs. Being the administrative 

base for the initiative implies that the Centre works closely with a range of stakeholders ( the Trustee 

Bodies, Primary and Post-Primary Principals, the Department of Education and Skills and the 

Education Welfare section of TUSLA) to secure a working situation which minimises difficulties for 

pupils and parents and ensures pupils’ transition to first year of post-primary school. 

 

LEC contacts and liaises with over 120 primary schools, 17 post primary schools and processes over 

1700 application forms. The Centre is in constant contact with primary and post-primary schools during 

this time.  
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CRAFTed 

 
 

 

The Design and Crafts Council of Ireland, together with ATECI (Association of Teacher Education 

Centres in Ireland) has forged a partnership to foster the development of visual arts education and crafts 

skills in primary schools. Limerick Education Centre facilitated the CRAFTed Programme which gives 

Primary School children and teachers in four schools in the Limerick area an exciting opportunity to 

explore their creativity and learn new skills by working with professional craftspeople in the classroom. 

The project involved different crafts people who worked with teachers and the pupils in their schools. 

Craft Ed facilitated skills based workshops for teachers on their information evenings nationwide in a 

variety of craft and design disciplines. Participating schools were provided with collaborative training, access 

to highly skilled craftspeople and both teachers and students were given the opportunity to explore new materials 

such as clay, fibre and metals. 

In 2017 six schools participated in the CRAFTED programme   

 Limerick School Project 

 An Mhodh Scoil 

 Scoil Mháthair Dé 

 St. Gabriel’s Special School 

 Monaleen NS 

 Barna NS 

 

Each school hosted their own looking and responding showcase and there was one final showcase of 

crafts and the creative work of the pupils held in Limerick Education Centre 

 

Well done to all who participated! 

  

http://www.learncraftdesign.com/learn/crafted
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Mental Health Awareness Initiative 

 

‘Youth Mental Health: Whose Business is it Anyway?’ is a nationwide Mental Health Awareness 

Initiative for schools and parents. Limerick Education Centre, as part of the Education Centre network, is 

involved with this initiative.  

 

The overall objectives of the initiative are to: 

 Increase understanding and awareness of mental health among whole school staff 

 Increase understanding of the role of schools in promoting positive mental health 

 Raise awareness amongst teachers of their potential role as One Good Adult in promoting and 

supporting young people’s mental health in line with the recent DES publication ‘Well-being in 

Post-Primary Schools’ 

 Enable schools to respond to young people’s mental health 

 Clarify the boundaries of the teacher’s role in appropriately supporting pupils’ mental health. 

 

Limerick Education Centre is delighted that two teachers, with significant experience of working in a 

variety of educational settings, have undertaken upskilling to lead workshops for teachers and parents in 

primary schools on Mental Health: Majella Sutton (Castleconnell Primary School) and Tiernan O’Neill 

(Principal, Corpus Christi Primary School) are delivering two-hour workshops to teachers and parents. 

Workshops are facilitated in schools and also in Limerick Education Centre. 
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In 2009 the NCCA launched Aistear: the Early Childhood Curriculum Framework. This new framework is 

for all children from birth to six years and indeed there is a case for using it beyond those years. It is the 

outcome of extensive research, consultation, planning, and development by the NCCA in partnership 

with the early childhood sector. Aistear sets out broad goals for children’s learning and development. 

Guided by these goals, the Framework gives practical information, ideas and suggestions to help adults 

provide experiences that motivate and challenge children, and that are fun and exciting for them. Aistear 

can be used by practitioners in the range of early childhood settings and in infant classes in primary 

schools. 

 

The Education Centre Network is pivotal in providing primary school teachers with continuing professional 

development in the Framework which can act as a scaffold for the early childhood curriculum. The 

principles echo the principles of the Primary School Curriculum and can assist children’s learning and 

development. The CPD programme planned and implemented in Limerick Education Centre builds on 

those principles and the Guidelines for good practice in Aistear which highlight the critical role of play, 

relationships, interactions, partnerships, language and assessment of young children’s learning.  

 

Limerick Education Centre have several trained facilitators who work with teachers during the spring 

and autumn courses and they also deliver summer courses. 

 

An updated suite of workshops has been available for primary teachers. These include: 

 An introduction to Aistear for Principals 

 An introduction to Aistear for Teachers 

 Planning and organising for play and playful activities 

 Aistear: Language and literacy through play and playful activities 

 Aistear: Maths through play and playful activities. 

 Assessment 

 Parents and the importance of play. 

 

In 2017, we facilitated an Aistear summer course which was presented by Alma Power and Maeve 

O’Neill. The responses to the course were overwhelmingly positive. 
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Photographs from the Aistear Summer Course 2017 
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Primary Schools’ Debating Competition 

 
Seventeen schools participated in the Primary Schools Debating Competition.  The debating 

was of a very high standard and the keenly contested final, held in front of a large enthusiastic 

support from both schools, resulted in a narrow victory for Castleconnell N.S. over gallant 

runners up Nenagh CBS. 

We would like to thank Shane O’Neill for co-ordinating the competition and to all the 

adjudicators and schools who participated.  This year’s competition is already under way and 

16 schools are participating. 

The following schools participated in the 2017 competition; 

 Kildimo NS 

 Pallaskenry NS 

 Castleconnell NS 

 Doon CBS  

 Milford NS 

 Crecora NS 

 Nicker NS 

 Hospital NS 

 Caherline NS 

 Lisvernane NS 

 Killaloe Boys NS 

 Thomond Primary School 

 Scoil Chríost Rí 

 Martinstown NS 

 Ballybrown NS 

 Nenagh CBS 

 Scoil Mháthair Dé 

 

Congratulations to the winners of the debating competition. Well done to the pupils, teachers 
and supporters! 
 
Debating Teams from Castleconnell National School and CBS Nenagh who participated in the 
final(below) 
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Scríobh Leabhar 

 

Scríobh Leabhar is an initiative which supports pupils’ writing skills as Gaeilge. This project is 

funded by Foras na Gaeilge. Pupils are encouraged to write their own books individually, or with 

their group or as part of a whole class initiative. This project, which is in its first year in Limerick 

Education Centre, is for children in all classes in primary schools – it is an initiative for all 

schools - schools with Gaeilge as their first language or schools where English is the medium of 

instruction.  

Is áis iontach do mhúinteoirí í an tionscnamh Scríobh Leabhar chun scríbhneoireacht na ndaltaí 

a fhorbairt agus a fheabhsú díreach mar atá molta i gCuraclam Teanga na  Bunscoile., Ba léir 

gur cuireadh an chuid oibre isteach sa tionscnamh seo agus gur bhain na scríbhneoirí óga an -

taitneamh go deo as. Two practical information nights were hosted in LEC for teachers 

participating in the project. One night was spent with the Corca Dhuibhne author Máirín Ní Laoithe 

and this evening session also included a practical exploration on book illustration and binding. 

Congratulations to Lisnagry National School and to Gaelscoil Chaladh an Treoigh who 

organised a school visit where the pupils had an opportunity to read each other’s books. Maith 

Sibh! 

Some samples of the wonderful work completed by the pupils from Nicker National School 

below: 

   

Samplaí den obair scríofa na ndaltaí  - Nicker National School 
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English as an Additional Language 

 

EAL (English as an Additional Language) – this is a collaborative project between LEC, LCETB, 
DES, MIC and the CDVEC. Workshops for primary, post-primary teachers and youth workers are 
being planned. These focus on the areas of multiculturalism, building and sustaining the inclusive 
school and the stages of language acquisition. 
 

 
 

Limerick Education Centre Book Club 

 

Another feature of the range of personal development activities is the continuing growth of the 

LEC Book Club. This is in no small way attributable to the work of Ms Antoinette Darcy who 

coordinates the activities of the club. 

 

Festive Gathering 2017 

 

Limerick Education Centre were delighted to welcome the choir from St. John’s Girls and Infant 

Boys’ National School at their festive gathering on 5 December 2017. Thank you to the teachers 

and mentors who prepared the choir so well! 
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Make a Book 

Make a Book is a Junior Certificate School Programme initiative that is supported by the post-

primary PDST advisory service. The Make a Book initiative encourages students to write a class 

book that represents the students’ strengths, their interests and that motivates them to write. 

Students write poems, short narrative stories and they illustrate their stories using a range of 

visual genres. The Make a Book initiative is a cross-curricular project that supports work in 

subjects such as English, Art, ICT, Geography, History etc. 

Each year, ten students from each class attend the Make a Book Exhibition. In 2017 this 

exhibition was held in the Strand hotel. This is a very exciting opportunity for the students to 

showcase their work, present their stories and communicate with other students and other 

adults. 

Limerick Education Centre supported the exhibition by providing the administrative support for 

the initiative. We also facilitate the hosting of seminars for the JCSP teachers during the year.  

 
Students from ArdScoil Mhuire Corbally displaying their work (below) and the exhibit of work 
from students at Coláiste Íde agus Iosef (below right) 
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Vex Robotics 

 

Vex Robotics is a science, technology and engineering initiative which is spearheaded by DELL EMC in 

Limerick and in Cork. Mary Immaculate College, Limerick Education Centre and Cork Education Centre 

support this initiative. This is our first year involved with the project and we have hosted one workshop 

in the Centre. 

 

The Limerick regional semi-finals were held in Dell Raheen on 1 February. 600 primary school students 

from Limerick, Cork, Tipperary and Waterford competed in the Dell Vex Robotics Challenge.  The 

schools moving forward to the final stages of the competition included; Scoil Ide (Limerick), Scoil 

Íosagáin, CBS Primary School (Limerick), Monaleen (Limerick), Scoil Mhuire Pallaskenry (Limerick), 

Kilruane N.S. (Tipperary), Gaelscoil Thomáis Daibhís, Mala (Cork) and Milford N.S. (Cork). The Dell 

VEX Robotics Challenge calls on students at the primary and secondary school level to work in teams 

to design, build and program a robot. 

  

We will continue to work collaboratively with the various partners on this initiative. The finals of the 

Primary School competition will take place in Cork Institute of Technology later this year with the overall 

winners getting a spot to compete at the VEX World Competition in Kentucky 

 

Emma Keane (Scoil Íosagáin, Sexton Street), together with the pupils in Sixth Class, hosted an open 

day in her classroom to illustrate the use of Vex Robotics to support the development of team work, 

science and engineering concepts with her students: 
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Limerick Apple Regional Training Centre 2017 

 
Background and Introduction 
 
 
The Limerick Apple Regional Training Centre Programme aims to empower educators from all levels to 
utilise the power of educational technology as a pedagogical tool in their teaching and learning. The 
programme is practically designed and focuses completely on classroom application. All courses are 
free of charge.  
The programme aims to achieve its goals by running courses by qualified Apple teachers who use 
technology to further augment their own students teaching and learning experiences.  
 
Ciara Ní Dhrisceoil, Gaelcholáiste Luimnigh is now co-ordinating the Limerick Apple Regional Training 
Centre based in the Centre. Both Ciara and Tony (administrative staff) co-ordinate the programme 
which is facilitated in the centre. In 2017 twenty three training courses were offered. One of these 
courses was facilitated as a whole-school training event. 
 
Since September 2015 thirty five training courses have been facilitated by the Apple RTC. Thirty three 
of these were in the LEC and workshop was delivered in a school setting, in response to a specific 
school request.. The LARTC currently has nine tutors who are all fully qualified by Apple Education 
Ireland. Participant feedback is consistently very high. 
 

Sample Courses and Workshops  
Teachers can access a wide range of courses and workshops on the following topics:  

 Introduction to iPad 

 Enhancing productivity with iPad 

 Fostering creativity with iPad 

 Swift Playground with iPad 

 Assessment of Learning 

 Introduction to Managing iPad in school 

 Learners as creators: telling a story through movie-making 

 Creating interactive iBooks using iBooks Author 

 Creating iBooks on the iPad 

 E-Portfolios for Transition Year 

 Green Screen Film Making and Stop Motion 

 Collaboration with iPad (Staff and Students)  

 
Apple RTC Tutors 
The workshops are facilitated by the tutors who have either an Apple Education Trainers (AET) or 
Apple Distinguished Educator (ADE) or in some cases both qualifications. The following teachers have 
been trained and accredited by Apple: 
 

 Cathall King 

 Niamh Hegarty  
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 Paula O’Sullivan  

 Daithí Ó Géanaí 

 Ciara Ní Dhrisceoil 

 Cormac Cahill  

 Donncha O’Treasaigh  

 Kevin O' Reilly  

 Stephen McFarlane  

 

Technical Support 
Technical Support and advice is provided by Ciarán McCormack CEO Compu b & Dave Fagan 
(Education Specialist) at Compu b. Compu b has been in attendance at all of our LARTC sessions and 
we have been greatly assisted by their expertise.  
 
 

September 2017 launch 
Limerick Education Centre Apple RTC had a very successful launch evening on 19 September, when 
Frasier Spier gave an excellent talk and inspired the audience with his views on technology integration 

in our society. Video here: https://youtu.be/TmMXHOHs-7g 

 
The launch was very well attended and this created a wonderful atmosphere. Ciara and the team of 
tutors provided a range of sample courses and this prompted a strong interest in the workshops. The 
programme content has broadened to reflect the new tutors who are contributing to the workshops.  
 
 

Success to Date 
Our attendance has improved this year. We have been promoting the courses through Twitter and 
tutors have made sample videos of their course to give a flavour of the content. The high standards of 
workshop material and tutors means participant feedback is always positive and we are proud of our 
courses. Here are some sample quotes from participants: 
 

 “Great examples of how it can be used to teach elements of the course” 

 “Very relevant to education” 

 “Took a lot from it, very helpful facilitator” 

 “Loved the application to the curriculum and classroom apps” 

 “Hands-on throughout, very enjoyable” 

 

Challenges going forward 
Like any adult CPD, retention and attendance are always a challenge so we are tracking our course 
content against attendance to ensure we’re meeting the local education community’s needs. We are 
planning our next programme to include accreditation such as Apple Teacher badges to recognise the 
commitment that teachers make. Additionally: 
 

 In meeting the local education communities’ needs, the Apple RTC seeks to broaden its teacher 
base to maximise both primary and post primary sectors  

 In meeting the local education communities need for flexible learning options, the option to run a  
RTC Summer Camp for teachers is being considered 

https://youtu.be/TmMXHOHs-7g
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 In showcasing the work the RTC is doing, a new website which will facilitate the showcasing of 
the work of the Limerick Apple Regional Training Centre, is being considered 

 
With the continued support of the Centre, there are plans to develop the programme into a certified Apple 
Teacher programme whereby teachers are rewarded for their attendance and work. As the National 
Digital Strategy rolls out across all educational institutions in Ireland this recognition is crucial.  
 

Booking LEC Apple RTC Courses  
You can book places in the free courses run by Apple Distinguished Educators and experienced staff at Limerick 

Education Centre through the on-line booking form on www.lec.ie. All courses take place in LEC with 
refreshments and course materials provided. 

More information and videos available on this website: http://limerickapplertc.com/ 

 
 
 

  

http://limerickapplertc.com/
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The DEIS Primary Schools’ Literacy Network Teachers 

Changing Practice and Culture from within schools 
 

 
Twelve DEIS (Band 1) schools continue to be involved in the Limerick Literacy Network. Eight Literacy 
Network Teachers work within these twelve schools with some working in a shared capacity. There was 
a change in team members during the year. The Literacy Network team continue to hold monthly 
meetings in the LEC. These meetings facilitate the sharing of best practice, resource collaboration and 
a sense of community development. Ten regular meetings were held 2017. Extra meetings were held to 
develop a support manual for schools using IZAK 9. 
  
The work of the Network Teacher continues to be guided by the priorities laid out by individual schools 
in Action Plans submitted to DES. Initially the main focus of the work of the network was on the area of 
literacy, but since September 2017 the team have been shifting their focus to numeracy. The work of 
the Network teacher includes: 
 
Sharing best practice 

 Sharing templates, lesson plans and resources  

 School visits to see initiatives such as VEX, STEM programmes, Writing Workshops, Narrative 

4, Maths Stations, IZAK 9, Talkboost, C.A.M.E 

 Aladdin software – data analysis  

 Speech & language resources 

 Researching appropriate assessments for numeracy 

 New Oral Language Curriculum 

 Assessment - CAT 4 

 Development of Speech and Sounds Workshop with SLT 

Continuous Professional Development: 

 IZAK 9 

 TalkBoost 

 Loving Language training (Family Literacy) 

 Dyslexia  

 SESS – SESS/NCES  Assessment & Planning for Students with SEN 

 PDST Numeracy Seminar 

 

In-School Support 

 Facilitating in-school visits for new teachers 

 Pre & post initiative testing 

 Supporting data analysis  

 Supporting in-class initiatives e.g. IZAK 9, Literacy Stations, Maths Stations, Aistear, Oral 

Language Stations, Talkboost, Maths Recovery 

 Disseminating information received through CPD days and Network meetings 

 Sourcing materials for initiatives 
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 Auditing and maintaining resources  

 

The practice of collaboration between the schools continues to grow and strengthen. The 
network meetings are convened by Ann Breen (St. Mary’s NS and the team includes: 
 

 Deirdre Quinn (Our Lady Queen of Peace  NS 

 John Murphy (Scoil Íosagán),  

 Rosie Hogan (Thomond NS),  

 Martina McGeoghegan (St. John’s NS),  

 Karen O’ Sullivan (Le Chéile NS),  

 Suzi Tobin (Presentation NS) 

 Aisling O Sullivan (Corpus Christi NS). 

 
 

 
Members of the Limerick DEIS Primary Schools’ Literacy Initiative Consortium and Network Teachers 

at the launch of the report on the initiative in January 2017 in Mary Immaculate College  
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Reading Recovery Annual Report 2017 

 
Reading Recovery™ is a short-term intervention for children who have the lowest achievement in literacy 

learning in their first years at school. Children are taught individually by a specially trained teacher for 30 

minutes each day for an average of 12-20 weeks. The goal is for children to develop effective reading 

and writing strategies in order to work within an average range of classroom performance. 

  

Reading Recovery is an early intervention. Proficient readers and writers develop early. Once children 

begin to fail, opportunities for them to regain normal progress among their peers become more difficult 

and more costly to achieve. There is strong evidence that school failure leads to lack of self-esteem, 

diminished confidence, school dropout, and other negative outcomes. There is an educational, financial 

and moral imperative to direct resources to the prevention of reading failure. Reading Recovery has a 

strong track record and substantial independent research evidence as an efficient and effective means 

of overcoming literacy difficulties for many children, especially those most at risk of failure, such as 

children in poverty, children with limited control of English and those who have made the least progress 

in their pre-school and early school experience. 

  

The key to the successful implementation of Reading Recovery is in the model of training. Three levels 

of professional staffing provide a stable training structure: university based trainers who train and support 

teacher leaders; local level teacher leaders working at local level, who train and support teachers; and 

school-based teachers who work with the hardest-to-teach children. 

  

The initial Reading Recovery teacher professional development programme is part-time, for one 

academic year, during which the teacher works with low attaining children in their school. Teachers 

become sensitive observers of children’s reading and writing behaviours and expert in making moment-

by-moment teaching decisions based on a deep understanding of how children think and learn about 

reading and writing, and how to overcome the barriers to their learning. 

  

Following the initial year of training, teachers continue to participate in ongoing professional development 

sessions. They continue to teach for their colleagues and to discuss their professional decision making. 

Continuing professional development sessions provide collaborative opportunities for teachers to remain 

responsive to individual children, to question the effectiveness of their practices, to get help from peers 

on particularly hard-to-teach children, and to consider how new knowledge in the field may influence their 

practice. 

  

Reading Recovery is not an isolated phenomenon in schools. It has a carefully designed plan for 

implementation into existing systems. The success of any intervention such as Reading Recovery is 
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influenced by the quality of the decisions made about implementation. For more information about 

implementation see ‘Standards and Guidelines for Reading Recovery’ (International Literacy Centre, 

2011). 

  

Reading Recovery is one of the most carefully monitored initiatives in education today. Since 1994, 

routine annual monitoring has documented outcomes for all children served in Reading Recovery. 

Consistent outcomes have been shown for children across the UK and Republic of Ireland with a large 

majority of children who completed the programme reaching age appropriate levels of literacy. This is 

supported by independent research evidence which also indicates that the effects of Reading Recovery 

are long lasting. 

 

This report represents an abridged examination of Reading Recovery pupil outcomes for Limerick 

Education Centre. The report accounts for all children served by Reading Recovery within the site during 

the 2015-16 school year. The full report for 2015/16 is available from the Reading Recovery, Limerick 

 

Summary data for the academic year 2015-16 

 

During the academic year, 2016-2017, 316 children received Reading Recovery support. There were 41 

schools involved in the implementation of Reading Recovery. A total of 55 teachers worked with the 

Reading Recovery teacher leader – of this number, 42 teachers were experienced and received ongoing 

supports. 13 teachers were involved for the first time and were receiving ongoing training and support.  

The Reading Recovery teacher leader made 130 support visits to schools and a total of 72 live lessons 

were taught in Limerick Education Centre. 

 

85.5% of children who were included in Reading Recovery teacher caseloads were successfully 

discontinued during the 2015-2016 school year. Of this cohort of pupils, 186 were in senior infants and 

124 pupils were in First Class. Almost 56% of these pupils were boys. 49.7% of these pupils were in 

schools which serve a disadvantaged community. 18% of pupils have English as an Additional Language. 

 

 

Outcomes 
The outcomes for pupils participating in Reading Recovery programmes are impressive. 65.5% of 

children completed their programme in 2016-17. School staff decided to provide ongoing supports to 

29.% of pupils and 14.5% of pupils were referred for additional supports. 

 
Progress made during Reading Recovery – average book level at different stages 

 

At Entry to RR On exit for 

discontinued children 

On exit for referred 

children 

2.3 18.4 8.5 
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Progress made during Reading Recovery – BAS Word Reading age at different stages 

 

At Entry to RR On exit for 

discontinued children 

On exit for referred 

children 

5.4 6.4 5.10 

 

 

Progress made after Reading Recovery intervention 

Period of time Average book level Average word reading age 

3-month follow up 17.6 6.4 years 

6-month follow up 18.8 6.7 years 

 

 

At present we have approximately 300 children participating in the Reading Recovery 
programme.  Limerick Education Centre facilitates RR in schools from Clare, Kerry, Tipperary 
Limerick and Offaly. 
 

Reading Recovery in Limerick is supported by the Reading Recovery Teacher Leaders: 
Siobhán O’Donoghue and Sr. Helen Diviney 
 

I would like to express my gratitude to the RR administrator Noreen Kelly Sheehan for her hard 
work and support. I would also like to thank all the LEC staff members who are a superb help 
to me during In-Service sessions and meetings. They very often provide support that is above 
and beyond their call of duty to ensure the smooth implementation of RR training.  
 

Finally a note of sincere thanks to all the Reading Recovery teachers who work tirelessly to 
teach our most vulnerable children to read and write.  

 

Siobhán O’Donoghue 

Reading Recovery Teacher Leader 
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Learning School Project 2017 

 
Learning Schools Project 9 (LSP 9) is an initiative supported by two Education Centres – Cork 

Education Support Centre and Limerick Education Centre.  

 

Post Primary schools across the region are engaged in innovative projects in a wide variety of topics. 

While Literacy and Numeracy are a priority for many schools, other projects are based on a particular 

school need which has been identified by schools staffs. The Learning School Project supports the 

process of school self-evaluation and action based research underpins the process and the projects. 

 

Each school involved establishes a school project team (usually comprised of two teachers – project 

pair) and the project pairs meet in Limerick Education Centre a number of times during the year. These 

meetings are facilitated by the Director of the Education Centre and a number of guest speakers. This 

year we were supported in our work by Dr. Finn Ó Murchú from Mary Immaculate College (Thurles) 

who provided very positive input on the theme of team teaching and working collaboratively. Joe Shortt, 

Castletroy College provided us with workshops on the data collection and analysis process. Carmel 

O’Doherty undertook a series of school visits which are designed to assist the project pairs and other 

school personnel to clarify their action research questions and design. These visits are also important in 

providing school context information and rich qualitative feedback regarding the progress of the project. 

They also stimulate school staffs to reflect on their research questions, provide suggestions for further 

investigation and affirm the progress achieved. 

 
 
In June 2017 we held a local shared learning event in Limerick Education Centre. Our keynote speaker 

was Dr. Finn Ó Murchú from Mary Immaculate College. We held a second ‘end-of-year’ event with the 

schools and teachers from Cork Education Support Centre in Charleville on 5 December 2017. Niamh Ní 

Mhaoláin and Carmel O’Doherty, Directors of the Cork Education Centre and the Limerick Education 

Centre welcomed the fifteen Learning School Project 10 schools from Limerick and Cork to a shared 

learning day in the Charleville Park Hotel on 5 December 2017. 

There were two key note speakers at this learning event: Miriam Horgan, Senior Inspector with the 

Department of Education and Skills outlined how the Looking at our Schools (LAOS) framework could be 

used by schools to inform their actions plans as part of the Learning School Project. Miriam gave practical 

examples and advice to the schools on their work during the afternoon. Dr. Finn Ó Murchú gave an 
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overview of the challenges associated with leading change in school. He situated the change 

agenda within the theoretical context and also link it to the practicalities of managing change in the school. 

Both presentations were warmly received by the schools. 

The schools gave an overview of their projects and shared the progress of their actions plans to date.  

It was a great opportunity for the teachers to share ideas, discuss the strategies to embed their projects 

throughout the school. Many principals and deputy principals attended this event and provide ongoing 

support for the work of the initiative.  

 
 
During 2017 the schools involved in the Learning School Project addressed various areas of teaching 
and learning.  
 
The schools who were actively involved in LSP 9 included 
 

 Ardscoil Mhuire, Corbally 

 Borrisokane Community College  

 Coláiste Chiaráin, Croom 

 Coláiste Nano Nagle, Sexton Street 

 Coláiste Mhuire, Askeaton 

 St. John the Baptist Community College Hospital 

 Salesian Secondary School, Pallaskenry 

 Laurel Hill Secondary School  
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National Induction Programme for Teachers 2017 

 

The NIPT, in collaboration with Limerick Education Centre, facilitates a workshop programme for newly 

qualified primary and post-primary teachers (NQTs). The workshop programme consists of a series of 

13 primary and 12 post-primary workshops facilitated by practising teachers who have received training 

from NIPT. The programme receives the support of the Department of Education and Skills and the 

Teaching Council. It is a registration requirement with the Teaching Council that NQTs in non-

Droichead schools must complete 20 hours of professional learning. NQTs can combine school based 

professional learning activities with off-site workshops such as those provided by the NIPT. 

The NIPT workshop programme is a series of two-hour workshops, designed to support the 

professional development of newly qualified teachers. The topics for the workshops are informed by 

feedback from NQTs, facilitators, schools, national and international research and system needs. 

 

Many thanks to the Regional Directors, Orla Brennan and Rita Ryan, together with Seán, who manage 
the organisation of the Workshop Schedule in Limerick Education Centre. 
 

The primary facilitators include: 

 Claire Fitzgibbon 

 Valerie Finucane 

 Denise Dillon 

 Patrick Ryan 

 Cora Scanlan 

 Ailís Penny 

 Jenny Dooley Ryan 

 Joanne Breen 

 Elizabeth Breen 

 Geraldine Histon 

 Máire Ní Mhiacháin 

 
 Our post-primary facilitators include:  

 Rachel Hayes 

 Michael Lawlor 

 Derval Ryan 

 Colin Ryan 

 Elaine Ní Shé 

 Michelle O’Sullivan 

 Armell Mangan Le Bihan 

 Geraldine McGrath
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The workshop programme is as follows: 

 

Workshop Title 

Number of Workshops 

provided 

Total number 

of teachers 

attended 

Teacher Professionalism & Well-Being (C-S) 8 112 

Planning & Preparation (Primary) 4 39 

SSE and Planning (Post Primary) 2 31 

Classroom Management (Primary) 4 49 

EB Behavioural Support (Post Primary) 2 45 

Supporting Parents in Education (Primary) 5 45 

Supporting Parents in Education (Post Primary) 2 46 

Assessment (Primary) 4 40 

Assessment (Post Primary) 2 45 

Multi Grade (Primary) 4 37 

Transition (Post Primary) 2 44 

Differentation (Primary) 4 86 

Stretching all Learners (Post Primary) 2 41 

Literacy (Primary) 4 87 

Literacy (Post Primary) 2 42 

Behaviour for Learning (Primary) 4 75 

Exploring Learning (Post Primary) 2 39 

Numeracy (Primary) 4 59 

Numeracy (Post Primary) 2 30 

Gaeilge (Primary) 2 37 

Inclusion (Primary) 1 20 

Inclusion (Post Primary) 3 56 

IEP for pupils with SEN (Primary) 1 20 

Child Protection & Safety (Post Primary) 1 25 

Total Number 71 1150 
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ICT Annual Report 2017 

 
 
The overall key activity of the ICT Service is to promote the ongoing use of ICT by teachers and pupils 
in 260 local schools in the Limerick/Tipperary region.  
 
Many thanks to Noreen Kelly Sheehan, ICT administrator organises the courses and venues. 
 
As part of the professional development of teachers, 18 ICT courses and support workshops were 
delivered throughout the year in venues in Limerick City and County, and Tipperary.  These courses 
and workshops included: 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Local ICT courses Spring/Autumn Number of Participants 
 Primary Post-

primary 
Total 

ICT and Digital Photography 10 0 10 

Introduction to Kahoot 0 25 25 

Getting Started with OneNote 0 25 25 

Total 10 50 60 

National ICT courses Spring/Autumn  
 

Number of Participants 

 Primary Post-
primary 

Total 

Computational Thinking in the Primary Classroom( 3 sessions) 16 0 48 

Using Tablets and Online Tools for Literacy and Numeracy 0 12 12 

Using the iPad (2 sessions) 5 0 10 

    

Total 58 12 70 
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A total of 1195 participants attended ICT workshops in Limerick Education Centre in 2017 
 

The following schools participated in whole staff ICT courses/workshops: 
 

 St.Munchin’s College X 2 

 Monaleen N.S 

 Tankerstown N.S 

 St. Joseph’s B.N.S., Rathkeale 

 

 

National ICT Summer Courses Primary  

 Daily 
attendance 

Total 
number for 
week 

Using Tablets and Online Tools for Literacy and Numeracy 17 85 

Embedding ICT in the Primary Classroom 13 65 

Creating and Using Digital Resources in the Classroom to Enhance 

Literacy and Numeracy 

18 120 

Creating and Using Digital Resources in the Classroom to Enhance 

Literacy and Numeracy 

19 95 

Computational Thinking in the Primary Classroom 19 95 

Computational Thinking in the Primary Classroom 15 75 

Computational Thinking in the Primary Classroom 16 80 

ICT for Leadership 16 80 

Using Tablets and Online Tools for Literacy and Numeracy 16 80 

   

Total 155 775 

Local ICT Summer Courses Participants Total for 
week 

ICT to Support the Arts in the Primary Classroom 21 105 

Special Educational Technology for Pupils with Special 

Educational Needs 

13 65 

Using the Ipad in the Primary Classroom 18 120 

Total 58 290 
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Probationary Teachers 2017 

 

The probationary teachers’ desk (Jenny Delaney), now in its 11 year with the Limerick Education Centre, is 

continuing to manage the probationary process on behalf of the Department of Education & Skills Inspectorate.  

The 2016/17 school year continued to be a busy year for the probation desk with over 2000 teachers submitting 

applications into Limerick Education Centre to complete probation with the Inspectorate and the Droichead 

process.   

During the 2016/17 school year, as a result of industrial action, most primary schools did not co-operate with the 

Droichead process. Post-primary schools were not affected and they continued to engage with Droichead and 

Limerick Education Centre processed applications from this sector.  

 

The Teaching Council has taken over the administration process for Droichead since September 2017. Limerick 

Education Centre and the Teaching Council liaised closely on the transfer of this support system and the 

necessary IT supports required to undertake this work. 

 

Droichead will continue in its growth phase up until 2020/2021 when it will be the only method of induction for all 

primary and post-primary NQTs. 

 

Scope of the programme - number of teachers and schools supported 

 

Year Comparison (Month of Feb) 
Total number of Applications eligible for 

probation 

02-Feb-18 1541 

06-Feb-17 1864 

08-Feb-16 1836 

04-Feb-15 1989 
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PDST STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths)  

 
The co-ordination of the professional development provision for post-primary teachers across a range 
of science subjects is managed nationally from Limerick Education Centre under the stewardship of 
PDST Team Leader, Caroline McHale (until August 2017)  and a range of advisors including Barry 
Higgins and Pat Lynch. The administration of the national courses, which are organised countrywide, is 
conducted by Bríd Finn and Tony O’ Shea. 
 
Tony and Bríd co-ordinate the organisation of CPD events, conferences and resources required at 
national level for Agricultural Science, Applied Maths, Biology, Chemistry and Physics. Since October 
2017, Computer Science which is a new subject on the Leaving Certificate programme, has been 
included in their remit. 
 
Bríd and Tony manage the booking of events, undertake financial processing for the initiatives, respond 
to teachers’ queries, disseminate information and they report on all activities to PDST. In 2017, the 
level of activity managed by the team has increased significantly. 
 
The following tables indicate the level of activity during 2017. A special thanks to all those who act as 
associates and facilitators across the country in the delivery of the programme.  
  

Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

Agricultural Science No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meetings 2 14 3 15 

Amgen AgVenture workshop 1 57   

Refresher workshop   3 64 

Evening workshops   6 61 

Total 3 71 12 140 
 

Applied Maths No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meetings 4 22 2 14 

Evening Workshops 1 17 6 78 

Video Recordings   1 10 

Total 5 39 9 102 
 

 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

Biology No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meetings 6 26 5 46 

Ecology Workshops 3 15   
Amgen Teach Biology Day 1 Trial   1 29 

Amgen Teach Biology Day 2 Trial   1 18 

Biotechnology and DNA technology 
Amgen Workshop   3 60 

Autumn Workshop   11 184 
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Total 9 41 21 337 
 

     

     
 

 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

Chemistry No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meetings 3 18 2 15 

Calculations in Chemistry 13 192   
Castel Summer School 1 20   

BASF Summer workshop UCC 2 64   

Refreshers   2 50 

Autumn Workshops   13 174 

Total 19 294 17 239 
 

 

 

 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

Computer Science  No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meeting   6 16 

Total 0 0 6 16 
 

 

 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

STEM Team  No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Spatial Skills and Reasoning   2 48 

Teaching Science Through Irish   1 44 

Visual Thinking Strategies   1 2 

Total 0 0 4 94 
 

 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

Junior Science No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meetings 1 3 1 4 

Coursework B Day 1 workshops 2 26 12 238 

Coursework B Day 3 workshops 13 130   
Total 16 159 13 242 

 

 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

Physics No of Events Participants Events Participants 

Planning meetings 2 23 2 21 

Evening Workshops 10 84 11 116 

Frontiers of Physics   1 115 
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Insight into Leaving Cert Physics 
Marking   1 25 

Practicals Day   2 30 

Total 12 107 17 307 
 

T4 Jan - Aug Total no. Sep - Dec Total no. 

T4 Planning Meetings 2 17   
Teaching The Technology Syllabus 3 61 1 18 

T4 National Seminar 1 92   
T4 Construction Planning meeting   2 8 

Cconstruction Studies workshop   3 37 

Solidworks Planning meetings   3 8 

DCG Planning Meeting   1 5 

Technology Planning meetings   2 6 

Introduction to DCG   2 40 

Completing the Student Design Brief   3 70 

Advanced Solidworks   5 123 

TOTAL 6 170 22 315 
 

     

OVERALL TOTAL 
              

70  
                   

881  
           

121  
             

1,792  

     

2017 Total Events 191    

2017 Total Participants 2673    
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Local Courses provided by Limerick Education Centre 

 
Meetings of Subject Associations (Post-Primary) 
 
Limerick Education Centre was delighted to host subject associations (Post-primary level) meetings in 
the Centre. These included meetings of the:  

 Institute of Guidance Counsellors 

 Classical Association of Ireland 

 French Teachers’ Association 

 History Teachers’ Association 

 Home Economics Teachers’ Association 

 Post-Primary Maths Teachers’ Association  

 Business Studies Teachers Association of Ireland 

 German Teachers’ Association. 

 

January – June 2017 
During this period the Centre organised 29 local courses which provided 124 workshops for over 373 
primary and post-primary teachers. These events included the following: 
 
 
Local courses were provided in: 

 Apple RTC 

 Latin Class 

 Greek Class 

 Craft Ed 

 Project Maths  

 Post-Primary Gaeilge Course 

 Infant Support 

 Gaeilge do Mhúinteoirí Bunscoile 

 Izak 9 

 Wellbeing for Primary Teachers 

 SNA summer school 

 Learning School Project 

 Limerick Primary Sports 

 NEPS Friends for Life 

 Principals of Post-Primary Schools with ASD 

 LEC book club 

 National Children’s Choir Meetings 

 EDNIP meetings 

 DEIS literacy Networks 

 DCT/AHA project meetings 

 Mata sa Rang 
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Professional Development for Teachers – Summer Course Programme 2017 

The 2017 Summer Programme for Teachers was a resounding success. A record number of courses 

(30) was offered and all were fully booked. Our new courses in First Aid, Team Maths, Biodiversity. 

Mindfulness and Yoga, Well-being and Pilates were very popular. Our core programmes in Aistear, 

literacy and numeracy, Speech and Language and ICT were heavily subscribed.  

 

 Pilates  - two courses 

 Yoga and Mindfulness  - two courses 

 Health and Well-Being for Mind and Body 

 First Aid 

 Teaching Fundamental Movement Skills through Tag Rugby with the IRFU 

 An overview of emotional and behavioural disorder in  the primary classroom 

 Guided reading 

 Literacy Lift Off  - two courses 

 Speech and Language Support for 5 – 11 year olds 

 Aistear 

 Team Maths – Enhancing Active Learning 

 A problem-solving approach to teaching and learning Maths 1st – 6th Classes 

 Tánaiste 

 Junior Rocket Scientists using space as a cross-curricular theme 

 Biodiversity in the Primary Classroom 

 

This year we were delighted to base some of our courses in the LCETB Further Education Campus on 

the Kilmallock Road. We are also very grateful to the schools that hosted courses in their centres. 

These courses were very successful. Our latest venture with the IRFU, Fundamental Movements in PE 

through Tag Rugby based in the University of Limerick, was extremely well received. This course was 

externally evaluated by the Inspectorate of the DES and feedback was very overwhelmingly positive. 

 

School and centres which provided venues for summer courses: 

 St. Enda’s Campus 

 St. Munchin’s College 

 Castletroy College 

 Scoil Pól, Kilfinane 

 Lough Gur Heritage Centre 

 Maria King Presentation Primary School, Sexton St 

 St. Joseph’s BNS, Rathkeale 
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 St. Anne’s Primary School, Rathkeale 

 University of Limerick 

 Gaelscoil Ó Doghair, Newcastlewest 

 St. Michael’s National School, Tipperary Town 

 Cratloe National School 

 Limerick School Project 

 Scoil Íde, Corbally 

 St. Gabriel’s Special School, Dooradoyle 

 

Overall satisfaction ratings for curricular based courses 

Course 
Number of 
respondents  

Strongly 
Agree Agree 

Pilates for Teachers  19 100%  
Speech and Language Support for 5 – 11 Year Olds  26 89% 11% 

First Aid  20 100%  
Junior Rocket Scientists;  using space as a cross-
curricular theme 

13 
100%  

A Problem Solving Approach to Teaching and Learning 
Maths 1st - 6th Class  

27 
77% 23% 

Biodiversity in the Primary Classroom  19 90% 10% 

Yoga and mindfulness for teacher and child wellbeing in 
the primary school setting. 

22 
86% 14% 

Tanaiste  12 58% 42% 

Team Maths - Enhancing Active Learning  20 90% 10% 

Lift-Off to Literacy  24 87.50% 12.50% 

Lift-Off to Literacy  21 95% 5% 

An overview of emotional and behavioural disorder in the 
classroom 

23 
91% 7% 

Teaching FMS through Tag Rugby 23 100%  
Guided Reading (Presentation WST)  14 100%  
Health and well-being for body and mind 21 100%  
Aistear 18 94% 6% 

Pilates for Teachers  21 100%  
Yoga and mindfulness for teacher and child wellbeing in 
the primary school setting. 

19 
94% 6% 

 362 92% 8% 
 

Over 570 teachers attended our courses this year and the feedback has been very encouraging. Of 
this number, 360 teachers attended our curricular courses and over 95% of these participants 
considered these courses beneficial and very helpful. 

213 teachers (primary and post-primary) attended our twelve ICT courses which included a new 
focus on computational thinking, LEGO and Bee Bots. Almost all of these teachers rated the good as 
excellent or very good. 
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The ICT courses delivered included: 

 ICT to support the arts in the primary classroom 

 Using tablets and online tools for literacy and numeracy – two courses 

 Embedding ICT in the primary classroom 

 Creating and using digital resources in the classroom to enhance literacy and numeracy – two 

courses 

 Computational thinking and coding in the primary school – three courses 

 Special education technology for pupils with SEN 

 ICT for leadership – a whole school approach to ICT 

 Using the iPAd in the primary classroom 

 

This feedback is being taken into account in the planning of programmes, courses, and plenaries for 
2018, beginning in earnest already. We also asked course participants to highlight their CPD needs 
and our programmes this year will reflect their preferred options. 

 

 

 

September to December 2017 
 
At the commencement of the 2017 school year the Education Centre offered 23 local courses which 

addressed a wide range of identified needs. 242 teachers (primary and post-primary) attended locally-devised 

courses. The following is an overview of the broad range of courses provided: 

Infant education support 

 Mental Health Awareness for Primary Teachers 

 Infant Maths – Ready, Set, Go 

 Mindfulness for Teachers 

 CPD for Schools Workshop 

 Toe by Toe 

 Vex Robotics 

 STEM primary Science Investigations 

 Craft Ed 

 Scríobh Leabhar 

 JCT local course 

 Gaeilge Ardteist 

 Debating Concern 

 Active School Flag 

 Balanced literacy framework  

 Supports for SNAs 

A range of language courses continue to be offered to teachers in Latin and Greek.  
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There was significant interest in the autumn programme with several hundred teachers attending the evening 

sessions. The Centre continued to offer the discrete sessions as well as the grouped sessions as this has 

proven more beneficial in engaging teachers and securing their participation.  

 

Below - Directors and representatives of Management Committees across the Education Centre network at the Carrick 

on Shannon ATECI meeting in 2017 
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Section 3 

Analysis 2017 

The following section outlines the course attendance records, the schedule of opening in LEC and 
the number of visitors using LEC as a centre for their professional development and other activities. 
 
 
 

Core Centre Activity 2015 

Figure 1 Schedule of Opening 2016 Page 46 

Figure 2 Number of Visitors to the Centre by time of day Page 47 

Figure 3 Number of participants per term Page 48 

Figure 4 Breakdown of participants per sector Page 50 
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Limerick Education Centre was closed for 68 days in 2017. The Centre was open to the educational 
community for 297 days in 2017. 
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Figure 2 - Footfall in Limerick Education Centre in 2017 
 

 

 

 

 2017 2016 

January 1927 1633 

February 1940 1884 

March 2664 1354 

April  1328 2093 

May 1853 881 

June 838 706 

July 2761 2349 

August 680 1090 

September 1738 1604 

October 2316 2279 

November 2393 2197 

December 1325 1201 

 21763 19271 
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Figure 3 – Number of local courses and events 2017 
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Figure 4 – Breakdown of attendance by sector group 
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Figure 5 – Local and National Inservice Provided in LEC 2017 
 

Total number of events – 766 
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